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President’s Message: July – August 2008

By Jim Brennan 

Th is message is going to be about what a vibrant and enthusiastic group of club members 
we have, which is making this such an exciting club to be a part of.  
Of course I am referring to all the recent discussions on email and 
group lists about the breed standard revisions.  Colleen McDaniel 
worked hard as the Breed Standard Committee Chairperson, and  
the standard committee fi nally reached a consensus on a standard 
document they could all live with (not necessarily agree on every 
detail) and the board approved sending it on to the membership for 
a vote. Th en the comments from the membership came – in great 
volume – both for and against the proposed revised standard.  It is 
a great day for the club and a real credit to the membership to see 
how everyone now wants to be involved in this most important 
decision of the decade.  At fi rst I was a bit angry that it seemed like 
the membership had waited to the last minute and was now trying to 
undermine the standard revision process (reminiscent of the Hall of 
Fame proposal).  Th en I realized that the situation was no diff erent 
than what we are faced with every other month with the newsletter 

– it is simply a reality of life  – we ask for input and don’t get much, only to be met later 
with the complaints of whose dog didn’t get mentioned or what statistics or results didn’t get 
published - or in the standards revision case, why they weren’t asked for their opinion!

Colleen’s standards committee had put together a document and it was ready for vote when 
everyone came out of the woodwork with their suggestions and comments, so the committee 
and the board got together and decided that rather than hold an immediate vote on the 
standard, we should keep it out there for membership comments and suggestions until 
near the end of the month and then provide all the membership input to the committee 
for a last look at things they might want to tweak and then send it back through the board 
and membership approval process.  Th is is democracy in action!  Th anks to the suggestion 
from Pat Morton, this extra step in the approval process fl ow was unanimously approved 
by the committee and board (We WANT to hear your input) and provides the benefi t of 
everyone in the club getting their inputs to the standard committee so we can have the best 
possible standard the committee can provide.  Th at is what makes this club work so exciting!  
We are fl exible enough with our processes that we can serve the membership in the best 
possible way – like having everyone get their say on the issues! So I immediately dropped the 
thought of anger and now am completely enthralled and encouraged and excited about this 
tremendous involvement of the membership in the process of revising our standard.   You 
will read elsewhere in the newsletter about the logic behind all the breed standard revisions 
and the pros and cons and I encourage you to get involved – read what has been proposed 
and ask questions and provide your comments and suggestions. And when you get the ballot 
in the mail – VOTE!!!!!!  If you are undecided or just don’t know which way to vote I would 
encourage you to think about the 200 plus years of experience on the standards committee 
and realize that if they are proposing the revisions, they certainly have the best interests of the 
breed in mind and would not be proposing the revisions if they didn’t think it was the right 
thing to do.  So I would tend to want to sway you toward a “Yes” vote – but the main thing 
is that you DO vote!  I would hate to see all that committee work be for nothing because a 
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small but passionate group of dissenters voted the standard revision down because they were 
the only ones who took the time to vote!   If you would like to read more about this subject 
and keep current on the discussions, be sure to join and read the Yahoo Rattails group list 
where we conduct our club business discussions.    It is a much more timely source of current 
information than the every-other-month newsletter.

Another big change in philosophy that we see coming down the pike is the subject of 
using a “push” rather than a “pull” for inputs from the membership.    For instance, in the 
newsletter we will expect that if you have something to contribute, you “push” it on to the 
editor rather than wait till the information is “pulled” out of you like it is now.   Tim Ufkes, 
our Awards Committee Chairperson, is also going to adopt this philosophy in the annual 
awards - if you are eligible for an award, you will be expected to push that information to the 
Awards Committee person in charge of that venue rather than the Awards Committee person 
poring over records to fi nd who might be eligible for awards.   So we will be putting the 
responsibility on the person receiving the award or achievement to push that information on 
to the appropriate place or it simply won’t get recognized.  

More details on this change in philosophy will be forthcoming as they are worked out.   But 
the bottom line is that if you have information that is relevant for the newsletter, then send 
it on to the editor.   If you have information that is relevant for a club award (like titles 
achieved, fi rsts, etc.) then keep track of it and send it to the appropriate awards person at 
the end of the year so your achievement can be recognized at our annual awards banquet 
and in the newsletter.  If the information is not submitted by you, then it probably won’t be 
published or recognized.

You will fi nd elsewhere in the newsletter a call for applicants for the newsletter editor 
position.    We did not have any volunteer applicants and are advertising this as a paid 
position.   So if you have any interest in the position, please read the details published and 
apply accordingly. 

Here in the Northwest we are busy preparing for our annual IWSCOPS specialty and all the 
fun that is associated with that great event – like the Greg Siner grooming seminar and the 
ever popular Bird Dog Match.    I hope to see you there – I’ll be the one helping your dog 
retrieve the bird!  LOL!!

Be aware of the summer heat and take appropriate action with your dog to assure that it is 
not aff ected  - like maybe go buy a swimming pool for your IWS – they will love you for it!   
Give your dog a big hug and then read up on the breed standard revisions and vote when you 
get your ballot!   Have a great summer!

Treasurer’s Report: July 2008

By Michelle Cummings

Th e Mid-Atlantic IWS Fanciers made a $48.00 donation to the IWSCA Rescue Fund, and 
the IWSCA Rescue Fund has also received a $75. donation from Debra Wren in honor of 
“Splash”.
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Secretary’s Report: July 2008

By Deborah Bilardi 

Th e Board wishes to thank the 2008 National Specialty Committee for all their hard work on 
our behalf. Th e 2008 National was a smashing success!  

Th e Board voted to sponsor medallions for conformation, obedience and agility at the 2008 
AKC/Eukanuba National Championships. 

It was requested the Breeders’ fee be lowered from $50.00 to $25.00, not passed. Th ose fees 
are available for use by the Breeders Committee with prior Board approval. 

Th e Board approved sending $1,000.00 to both NAIA and the Rabies Challenge. 

Th e Board approved allowing the Rescue Chairperson to spend up to 10% of the Rescue 
Funds, per rescued dog, before requiring Board approval. Th e Board is to be notifi ed of all 
spending. 

Some of our funds have been invested in savings accounts to earn more interest. 

As of January 1, 2009, IWSCA will supply trophies for BOB-BOS-BOW-WD-WB-HIT OB 
for Supported entries.  Th e Board is discussing the use of a standard set of supported entry 
trophies.  

Th e Board is discussing revamping the Year End Awards from one winner to the top 5 in 
each category. Also discussed is adding a contact person to the Awards Committee for each of 
the events. Self nominating for the awards may be requested.  

We are waiting for approval from the AKC for wording in our new membership categories. 

Th e Breed Standard ballot and By-Laws Revisions ballot will be mailed together. 

Newsletter - Jim and Jill Brennan to produce our newsletter until a new editor can be found.

 Membership List is due out soon. 

Board Decisions will now be posted in the Board Handbook, in the proper section, for 
posterity.

Newsletter Editor
Newsletter Editor position:Th e IWSCA is looking for a newsletter editor to produce the 
club’s newsletter every other month. Th is is a paid position with a salary of $400 per issue. 
Th e editor is responsible for the design and format of the newsletter, assembling the content, 
proofreading, getting newsletter coordinator approvals, helping with ad production and 
placement, making decisions (with the newsletter coordinator assistance) on the relevance 
and appropriateness of submissions, and then guiding the newsletter through the production 
process, mailing process, and posting the newsletter on the club website. Th e position will 
begin with the September-October issue.  To apply, send a resume and a sample of your work 
to Melissa McMunn, the newsletter coordinator, at: Landacreiws@comcast.net.
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Report from Standard Committee Chair  

By Colleen McDaniel

History:  

About ten years ago the board appointed a committee to look into re-visiting our breed 
standard to see if it needed changes and if so, write the changes.  In the late 80’s the AKC 
asked parent clubs to re-do their breed standards and put them into a “cookbook” format.  
Some of the clubs just told AKC no.  But many, many clubs, including ours, did re-do their 
standards.                           

At a large gathering of IWS on the East Coast an experiment was done.  People were given a 
pencil and paper and asked to draw an IWS as the standard was read to them.  It ended up 
with a bunch of very frustrated people because they found it was almost impossible to put to 
paper our breed standard as it was read.  

About this time our club was also pursuing the development of an illustrated standard.   One 
of the considerations in putting together a standard committee was to see if re-writing the 
standard would make the job of illustrating the standard easier.  Also, there were many that 
felt the current standard lacked, including members of the committee that had written it.  

Procedure:  

How changes to the standard are made is spelled out very clearly in our club’s constitution.  
First of all the board appoints the committee and a chair is chosen.  Th e board put Marion 
Hopkins (Mallyree) (the person that has been actively breeding IWS the longest in this 
country of all our breeders and also a member of the previous standard committee and also 
a breeder of some of the top all-time winning IWS in the history of our breed), Ruth Roes 
(CO’R’s) (also a member of the previous standard committee and although not presently 
active, a long time breeder of IWS), Greg Siner ( Poole’s Ide) (a very successful breeder/
owner./handler of many of the top winning IWS and also the only breeder that has multi-
generations of Best in Show and Specialty winning IWS), Liz Weaver ( Mole End) (an active 
long time breeder of top show and performance IWS that has served the breed in many 
capacities during her committed involvement in the IWSCA) and myself, Colleen McDaniel 
(Whistle Stop) as chair (the second longest active breeder of IWS in the USA and breeder of 
top winning and performance dogs).   At a later date Betty Wathne (Madcap) (well known 
breeder of show and performance dogs and tear-getting freestyle performances) was also 
asked to join the committee and thankfully accepted.  Also, Dan Sayers, although not an 
offi  cial committee member, was totally involved as he was chair of the Illustrated Standard 
Committee.  His insight into the “art” part was highly valued and his historical knowledge 
added insight in many areas.  Th is committee brings together over 200 years of combined 
involvement in our breed. 

I clearly remember that I had many, many people come up to me after the committee was 
seated and tell me to be careful not to rush into any changes and make sure and take the 
time it needed.  Little did we know! Th e problem when you appoint very active people to a 
committee is that they are very active.  Th at means “busy”.  Also, not all committee members 
did e-mail.  Many times we made the eff ort to get together at specialties, etc. only to fi nd 
that only happened once.  Th ere were times when some of us were able to get together.  As 
chair, I traveled and visited with almost each committee member individually to get their 
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input.  But all of this was over “years”.  It was absolutely amazing to me the combined insight 
and passion of every one of the people on the committee.  I found myself pouring over books 
about structure and movement and talking to many, many people in other breeds about 
these things.  And when I talked to other committee members I saw that most of them were 
doing the same.  And section by section it came together until the fi rst revision was put to 
the committee in May, 2003.  Th en revision by revision it changed and was tweaked.  Th ere 
would be long periods of times when nothing happened and then there were periods of times 
when we had a fl urry of activity. Revision four was in January, 2007.  From that point until 
we felt we presented the last revision in April, 2008 we stayed fairly consistent in our work 
on the standard.    

As chair person I made reports at all the Nationals during committee reports.  I also 
brought up the standard and changes and asked for input at some of the newly formed 
Breeder’s Committee meetings.  At one point there was major discussion about eye color in 
the breeder’s group.  Wow, I knew we were having problems getting consensus among the 
breeders on the Standard Committee on certain things but when it went out to the whole 
breeder’s group there were too many people that were adamant that they had it right and 
others had it wrong.  Th ere would be no consensus.  

Finally we voted on Revision Nine (or was it Ten or Eleven??) and the committee agreed we 
could all stand behind the Final Revision.  We all said that if we could write the Standard 
all by ourselves, we would all change some things.  But, this Standard was not about our 
individual likes or dislikes; it was about producing a document that we could all agree was a 
vast improvement over the existing standard and would be something we could send forward 
to the board with pride.  

 Th e board then reviewed the standard and decided that it was worthy of going forward to 
the membership to be voted on.  As individuals they were not casting a vote on the standard.  
Th eir procedural duty was to determine if it was worthy of going forward to the membership.   

Th e Revised Standard has been published.  But it is obvious that many people misunderstand 
the process that has been going on.  Even with annual reports at the meetings and those 
reports being published in the newsletter in the minutes of the meeting, we have had 
accusations that we were trying to “push” this standard through without feedback.   Nothing 
could be further from the truth.  But because there is this misconception running amok, we 
are going to add a step to the process.  Th e proposed revision has been published.  We are 
now going to ask for feedback from the membership.  All comments sent in will be once 
again reviewed by the entire standard committee.  Th e committee can then decide if any of 
the comments would be benefi cial to add and/or take away from the proposed revision.  Th e 
board has agreed to add this additional step.  And to avoid any further confusion the process 
will then be:  Committee reviews and decides to tweak or not tweak the proposed standard.  
Th e committee will re-submit to the board.  Th e board will once again decide if it should be 
passed onto the membership.  Th e new fi nal revision will be published.  And you will receive 
a ballot to vote on accepting it or rejecting it. 

Comment protocol:  

You can call, write or send e-mails to me or any committee member.  If the sender of the 
comment is not identifi ed (signed) that comment will not be considered.  All comments 
must be from an individual not a group.  Please make your comments constructive.  If you 
simply say you do not like “ABC” but do not explain your reasoning or a possible solution 
that does not help us. If you have already sent something please re-send as I will be keeping 
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all comments and making sure they get to the committee.  And we would LOVE to hear about 
the things you like.  If I get three people that tell us they don’t like “ABC” but don’t hear from 
the 60 people that do, that “ABC” could be changed and 60 people would be upset.   Please 
read this whole document before sending comments as it is important for you to know what 
thought process the committee has already done.   

Comments preferred by August 22, 2008, but welcome until August 31, 2008. 
Some thoughts about the Standard as it now stands in revised form:  Since the standard has 
been published there have been some people that have come forward with questions and 
statements.  I would like to address some of these concerns and maybe explain some of the 
reasoning behind what the committee did.  

First of all we needed to write a concise document that was not overly wordy and stayed 
positive in presentation.  In some of the areas, it was very diffi  cult to not digress into what not 
to have in an IWS.  But we feel the fi nal document is concise and yet still describes what the 
ideal IWS should be without being so tight that it disallows some of the individual fl ex our 
breeders need.  

I talked to many judges over the years and one of the things they asked repeatedly is to make 
it easier to read our standard by putting things in a place they can fi nd them easily.  One thing 
that was brought up was the unique IWS tail.  We have a section in our current standard for 
the tail that covers the characteristics of the tail but you now have to go to the hindquarters 
section to see where the tail should be set and how it should be carried.  In the revised standard 
the tail section is now complete and all information about the tail is in one place.  

One of the biggest hurdles the committee faced was the “roll”.  Just what was it and what 
caused it?  Well, we did not have to say what caused it in the standard but I felt strongly that if 
we had it in there we should at least know what it was and what caused it.  Because there were 
committee members that insisted it needed to be in the standard I challenged the members 
to tell me what caused it.  Boy did that cause months of debate.  And I had people contacting 
me telling me we “must put it back in”.  Well, the standard that was accepted in 1940 did 
not mention it.  Th e current standard did not mention it.  So, “back in”???   I went looking 
for it and found it in the Irish and English standard.  And remember I said I was thankful 
that Betty Wathne had accepted an appointment to the committee?  Well this is where my 
biggest appreciation of her came in.  She was able to come up with a very viable reason from a 
structural perspective of why there can be a roll in the IWS gait.  So, we now have the roll in 
the revised standard.  

Eye color is certainly the item that has been and still is being debated.  When the breeders 
as a group were “discussing” it the range of thoughts and emotions went all over the place. 
When I tried to reduce the hundreds and hundreds of thoughts and input, what I felt was 
the underlying concern was that no one wanted the cold dark eye that held no expression.  
Th ere was much talk about how warm and alive the eyes were as people looked into their own 
dog’s eyes.  Many people wanted amber.  Many people wanted hazel.  Many people wanted 
brown. No one wanted light or yellow eyes.  But this is where we ran into a huge problem with 
defi nitions.  AKC does not defi ne “amber” or “hazel” or “brown”.  So off  to diff erent sources.  
Amber was easy for me to rule out as the standard wording in the description of amber was 
a brownish yellow.  Th at meant that the base color was yellow and had some brown tones 
to it.  And although I have seen some amber jewelry that is a deep orange brown, much of 
amber jewelry is pale yellow to pale green. Not the color of eye for our dogs!!  I found hazel to 
be a much more diffi  cult word to describe.  It went from yellow, gold, green, blue to brown 
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and grey and usually a combination of at least two or more of these colors.  Wikipedia says 
the following: Defi nitions of the eye color "hazel" vary: it is sometimes considered to be 
synonymous with light-brown, gold, or other times with green or dark green. In North 
America, "hazel" is often used to describe eyes that appear to change color, ranging from light 
brown to green and even gray, depending on current lighting in the environment.  Wow!  
Th e problem here is that if AKC does not defi ne the word, it would be logical to assume 
that anyone reading “ hazel” eyes would defer to either their already established thought of 
what hazel meant to them or go and look up the defi nition someplace.  (To be honest I have 
always thought of hazel as brown mixed with blue and/or green as that is the color of my 
dad’s eyes and I have always been told he has hazel eyes.)  I randomly went out and asked 
approximately 25 people what they thought the color of hazel eyes looked like.  To a person 
they either mentioned green or blue and then varied with either brown mixed with it or 
yellow.  Th is just was not getting me to what I needed.  

Remember I said I traveled and visited individuals on the committee.  Well, I happened to 
be visiting a state away from Marion Hopkins so decided I would jump in the car and go and 
have a chat with her.  One of the things that came out of that conversation was her desire 
to see brown as the eye color.  Th is was not just a rambling thought.  She had put a lot of 
thought into this and felt that the English standard had it right.  Th ey called for a brown eye.  
But I also remembered how many people did not want dark, cold eyes.  So, I started studying 
brown.  At one point I was at Barnes and Noble and had a pile of books surrounding me 
as I poured over what the color brown was.  Th e local hardware store thought I had fl ipped 
my wig as I hauled off  big handfuls of paint chips all in various shades of brown.  And 
there were hundreds of them!  What I came to see was that there were “warm” browns and 
“cool” browns.  Th e warm browns were alive and the cool browns were, well, cold.  I found 
that there were many really light browns that just did not look good.  But if you got to the 
medium to dark shades of the warm browns the range had depth and warmth and looked 
alive.  And what a range there is. I had to agree with Marion that brown could give us what 
we needed but I did want to make sure that we keep the alive part of brown and that meant 
the warm tones.  Wording of this section did cause me some trouble but once again Betty 
stepped up with a simple yet complete sentence: “Th e color is a warm tone of medium to 
dark brown.”  

I have had people suggest that we did not do enough to describe structure.  I have had people 
suggest that we put in too many words describing it.  I only have this to say:  We did not 
feel the standard had to be a lesson in anatomy.  Th ere are basically three groups of people 
that read the standard.  Judges that want to judge our breed.  Breeders that want to breed 
our breed.  And “people” that are looking for a family dog or a new breed and they want to 
know the basics:  how big, how much maintenance, temperament and basically what is the 
dog used for.  I would hope that the fi rst two groups have a base understanding of form and 
function.  Th e last group is not interested in the technical stuff .  

One of the leading lecturers on breed standards told me that I needed to make sure the 
opening of the standard gave a judge the over-all concept of what we want in our dogs and 
what makes them unique.  Th e rest of the standard should give a clear and easy to read 
description of the pieces “as they pertain” to our breed.  Th ere is no need to go into the 
“knee bone is connected to the thigh bone”.  By saying we want a “well-balanced” dog we are 
clearly stating that we want all things working together to produce “rugged endurance”. 

I want to end with saying that I truly appreciate the faith put in this committee by the board.  
Although we did not always agree, I feel like we developed constructive ways to disagree as 
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we all had the common goal of this standard being as good as we could make it.  I can’t count 
the number of times I would be struggling with wording and Liz would come forth with a 
perfect way of saying something.   Or Marion would send me an e-mail that would nudge 
me to get something done. Or Greg would force me to pour over how other breeds had 
worded something. I can honestly say that it led me down many roads and I learned so very 
much and came to have nothing but admiration for all of the committee members. 

Now please, when the time comes, do your part and vote.  Whether you say yea or nay, 
vote.  Your vote, one way or the other, tells us that you care as much about this breed as this 
committee does.   It would be unfortunate if this standard was voted up or down by only a 
small percentage of the club’s members.  And if you don’t feel “qualifi ed” to make a decision, 
please feel free to contact any committee member to discuss any questions or concerns you 
might have.   

Respectfully,
Colleen McDaniel

Comments from committee members:

I am in accord with this step of having a chance to get input from the breed fanciers.  I 
encourage every concerned breeder and club member to share their carefully considered 
suggestions.  Th e purpose behind the proposed standard is threefold: 1) to return to an 
historically relevant breed standard that also includes elements from the Irish and the UK 
standards, avoiding a distinctly American or modern spin on the word picture of our breed; 
2) to clarify some of the confusing and contradictory language in the existing standard 
without changing its intent; and 3) to present the breed standard as a description of the ideal 
dog, rather than listing the faults of a less-than ideal dog.

 Serving on this committee has been a privilege, and I was struck time and again at how 
much every member of the committee strived for serving the best interests of the breed.  I 
appreciate the passion and dedication of all of the fanciers who were not on the committee, 
and am pleased that we will be able to listen to and weigh all of your suggestions.

Th anks,
Betty

I’m sure that I will echo other members of the committee when I say that I believe this 
standard is an improvement over our current standard and will give a clearer picture of the 
Irish Water Spaniel to both breeders and judges.  As former chair of Judges Education I 
learned fi rsthand how very confusing our current standard is to many judges.  As breeders 
and exhibitors we all get the opportunity to see so many IWS that we sometimes forget that 
it is a very diffi  cult breed to learn.  I don’t necessarily agree with every decision made but I 
didn’t expect to when I agreed to join the committee.  I voted in favor of submission based 
on the standard as a whole because I think that the many improvements outweigh the few 
things that I would prefer to see worded diff erently.  I am honored to be on this committee 
and am certainly willing to receive comments on suggested improvements.

 Elizabeth Weaver, Ltd.
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Dear Colleen.

First off , thank you. None of this could have gotten this far without you. You are truly gifted. 
I have to agree with Liz, after being head of judge’s education and giving breed seminars, 
our club needed to make some changes to the standard. I am in favor of opening this up to 
the membership for added comments and look forward to working with you on this while 
visiting in August.

Th ank you again,
Greg

Th ank you, Colleen, for your letter as it is an accurate summary of the committee's 
Herculean task.  Th e last full paragraph says it all for me.  Whichever way the membership 
votes, we have become better custodians of the breed as a result of the collective eff ort of each 
and every committee member.

Dan

Also From Dan: "As chair of the Illustrated Standard Committee, my interest in the breed 
standard is keen and, like many members of the IWSCA, my main concern is with the 
protection of both the breed and the written standard that defi nes it.  Revisions, if deemed 
necessary at all, must strike a balance between preservation and improvement whereby the 
uniqueness of breed type is maintained and endemic problems are addressed.  Of primary 
concern with any reexamination of the standard is that changes proposed might favor 
particular dogs rather than defi ne the breed as an ideal.  Th is is a genuine risk, and one that 
the Standard Review committee has been careful to avoid.  It has been with great care that 
every word and phrase was examined, often resulting in very heated debate.  Th is is as it 
should be, since the breed standard guides the selections made by breeders, judges and even 
the general public.  It is with no exaggeration that I feel the breed standard is the primary 
guide to ensuring the survival of the breed.

As you consider how to cast your vote, ask yourself if the proposed revision will enable the 
breed to continue to exist much as it has in Ireland since the early nineteenth century.  Are 
there radical departures from the current AKC, FCI, UK or other breed standards?  Is it 
written in a language that is clear to the reader?  Can a single word or omission result in a 
divergence of type?    Does it address current problems encountered at this point in time?  
And perhaps most importantly, does it describe the Irish Water Spaniel as a breed wholly its 
own?  Th e choice is yours to make, so please consider these questions carefully and vote!" 

                 

From Ruth Roes:  We worked hard and everyone gave a little as you cannot write a standard 
that is going to please everyone with every word.  Th is is a breed I honestly love and I feel 
everyone on the committee does, also.  I appreciate what everyone has said but now I feel it is 
time to move on and make the emphasis on judge’s education.

 I am happy with the fi nal version.  We are describing the ideal IWS using positives and very 
few negatives.  We have looked at standards of "the countries of origin'.  We have consulted 
the dictionary for clear meaning.  With the Illustrated standard, which I hope will follow 
shortly, our standard should be easily understood and very clear.

Marion
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 Letters to the Editor

Input on the Standard Change

I am writing in regard to the Irish Water Spaniel Standard Revision published in the May 
June 2007 IWSCA News.  A vote from the general membership has been called for July 31.  
Th e general membership  has not been allowed a venue in which to discuss or ask questions 
about the Revision.  Th e few members that were able to attend the National Specialty Show 
in Georgia last April were the only ones able to voice opinions.  Many members are not in 
contact with the Parent Club’s website so communication is dependent on the Newsletter.   
Due to the above circumstances I propose that the vote be tabled until a discussion has been 
allowed the General Membership.

On a related issue: Th e May-June News carries notes of the membership meeting in Georgia 
which include information from the breed Standard Committee (the Standard Review 
Committee).  Th e secretary’s notes include six additions to the Revised Standard.  No 
mention is made of the deleted information from the existing standard.

Th e Breed Standard is a very important document.  It must be precise and inclusive of all 
characteristics of the Irish Water Spaniel.  Th e Standard should completely cover (and accent) 
current issues in the breed as well as provide basic information.

As an example: improperly set/carried tail.  Judges are putting up gay tail more and more 
often.  Th is is one of the two most striking features of the IWS.  Emphasis needs to be made 
with the addition of: “Does not give the appearance of a gay tail”.

Th roughout the revision emphasis has been removed.  Some examples are: 

1.  removed: “never descending or showing roach”... in regard to topline

2.   removed “muscular”...in regard to forelegs

3.   removed: “smooth, free, ground covering , “true and precise coming and going”. 

       “toes neither in nor out”...all in regard to gait

4.  removed: “should not present a short, wedge-shape”...in regard to head

5.  removed: “hazel” ...in regard to eye color

Th e Revised Standard needs discussion from the Parent Club (General Membership) and all 
members of the Parent Club need to be made aware of the changes that are proposed and be 
given an opportunity to voice opinions.

Sincerely,

Marian McLeod
member since 1992

P.S  Who is the Standard Review Committee and what is it’s history and relationship to the 
Illustrated Standard Committee?. Without Newsletters I am in the dark.
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Hazel Eyes

I have concerns about the revision of the IWS breed standard involving the color of the eyes.  
Currently our IWS standard states the eyes should be “hazel in color, preferably of a dark 
shade”.  My Webster dictionary defi nes hazel as “a light brown to strong yellowish brown”.  
What is wrong with this descriptive color of the eyes?  A very dark eye (the revision calls 
for a “warm tone of medium to dark brown”) decreases the intensity of the expression--the 
“keenly alert, intelligent, direct and quizzical” manifestation of the IWS.  Th e lighter color 
of eye enhances the “bold,dashing, eagerness of temperament” which separates the IWS from 
other breeds of dogs.  In Ireland the IWS standard describes the eye as “comparatively small, 
dark amber or dark hazel and very intelligent looking”.  I love the “comic” of the spaniels!  
So why are we changing the eye color standard and not breeding dogs toward the previously 
established  standard and eye color?

Sincerely,

Mary Reich

Standard Change 

We grew up with the saying that “change is good”. When it comes to our breed standard, I 
strongly disagree. I would like to ask everyone to closely look at what is being changed by 
the Standard Committee. We need to cautiously consider what is being put before us to vote 
on. While I applaud the countless hours the appointed committees have put in, but am very 
unhappy with the way this “revision” has been brought about. I won’t rehash what has been 
already brought up numerous times on the lists and the vigorous discussion that ensued 
at the Specialty. I object to us not going over both the existing standard and the proposed 
new standard in the newsletter. Th e committees should explain each change and the reasons 
behind it. Th ere should be ample time for discussion before the club comes to a vote.

I doubt that the average member is aware of the nuances and how important the wording 
and content of a breed standard is. Th e standard is the “Holy Grail” of our breed. It describes 
the idea Irish Water Spaniel. It is what those of us who are breeders, strive to produce. It is 
what our dogs are judged against in the breed ring. Standards are a blueprint with words 
used to describe the perfect dog. Many of these words are relative to the breed in which 
they describe. How one interprets these words is critical to formulating a picture of the Irish 
Water Spaniel. 

If the “eyes are the windows to the soul” changing to brown just isn’t going to do it. Th is 
will totally change the expression in our dogs faces. I don’t recall any of the old writings I’ve 
studied ask for the soft expression that brown gives. Brown just doesn’t give the alert and 
quizzical expression the standard calls for. Kind of hard to see that direct and knowing look 
with brown eyes. I’m a bit confused why we are not modeling our dogs after the standard of 
their origin. Th e Irish Standard calls for dark amber or dark hazel.

Th e American adage that “bigger is better” has been the detriment to many breeds. Oversize 
dogs has been an issue in this breed for years. I believe this started when we upped our 
standard one inch in America. Th e Irish Standard calls for a dog that is compact and cobby 
in appearance; it should be well-boned with a pronounced barrel-shaped rib cage,etc. Well 
boned on a compact, 20-23 inches is an entirely diff erent thing than the big-boned 25-27 
inch dogs commonly found in the show ring. Changing the weight 3 lbs to accommodate 
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these larger boned dogs is a mistake. When a dog is a few pounds over standard, no big 
deal right? Well now we are looking at a dog over 70 lbs in weight. Th is is not what these 
SPANIELS were intended to be.

Th e above is a couple of examples of how important it is that we all do our homework before 
casting a vote for or against the new proposed standard. It is important that we do not alter 
the breed from its original purpose. After all we are the custodians of the breed, not the 
architects.

Diane Wacker

Mid-Atlantic Regional Report

By Stephanie O’Reilly

Busy Sue Anderson, Trust and Faith

Trust earned a fi rst CD leg at Echo Hills KC (second place) in June, 
a second leg at Dayton Dog Training (First place) in July.  

Trust also completed her Rally Advanced title at the same DDTC 
show in July.

Faeth has been working diligently with her “Dad” on the legs for 
that 4th RAE.  Th ey have been consistently placing in the classes as 
they get there.  She did complete her RAE-4 title with her “Dad” 
at the Dayton Dog training club show in July, placing third in the 
large excellent class, getting a special RAE4 cone, rosettes for the 
placment, the new title, and double q’s - they were both pretty happy and excited.  

At that same show (we were kind of busy), Faeth and Sue were part of a Rally team (4 teams 
total).  Th e team we were a part of “Th e Eclectics” (a Terv, Corgi, Border Terrier, and IWS) 
won the class by 7 seconds, under a tied score with a team of border collies and a sheltie.   

Missy and Therapy Classes

Rugby is currently enrolled in an assistance dog class.  Th e goal, when the class is completed 
and certifi cation granted, is for him to accompany Missy to school daily as a reader dog.  
He has been approved by the principal to enter a diff erent kindergarten class every day so 
that selected children might gain confi dence reading to him.  Missy will train four other 
staff  members who have volunteered for this program in handling Rugby.  Rush will be the 
next to attend class and gain certifi cation.  Th en, she will join Rugby at school.  Shenan is 
busy with other jobs at the moment, but is expected that she will join too before the end of 
the year, as well as two other staff  members’ dogs.  Our goal is to have our own reader dog 
program up and running consistently within our school by the end of 2009.  Looking for 
any way we can Leave No Child Behind...

Spagg Weekend

Betty Wathne and held another great training weekend at her family farm in Sharpsburg, 
Maryland on June 27-29th.  We had many IWS teams and a couple of other non-IWS dog 
and human teams.  We did fi eld training sessions and obedience training every day.  We also 
had a great grooming demonstrtaion by Betty and a conformation fun match.  Th e whole 
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group took their dogs for a walk together in the fi eld 
every morning.  How neat to see so many dogs be able 
to enjoy time just walking freely together.  It was a 
nice gathering and a great time.  Th e dog and handler 
teams were able to participate in any event or do some 
training on their own or just watch and visit.  Th anks 
again to the Wathne family (Betty, Jarl and Garrett) for 
hosting the event.  

4th of July Shows

We had a very nice entry at the Howard County shows in West Friendship, Maryland held 
Th ursday, July 3rd through Sunday, July 6th. We had people from the Northeast and mid-
Atlantic. We had majors every day in bitches.

Th e results are:

Th ursday, July 3rd
BOB - Chaos (Ch Tara’s Teal Take Flight) owned by Tara Darling and Lindy Williams

WD - Ronan (Dreadlock’s Lend Me A Tenor) owned by Linda Deckard and Lynn Musgrave

BOW/WB - Quay (Castlehill’s Quay To Waterways) owned by Mary Su and Rich Turner and 
Susan Tapp for a 3 point major. Th at win gave Quay her 2nd major.

RWB - Lucy (Kimswicks Boyhood Memories) owned by Brook Shoemaker and shown by 
Linda

Friday, July 4th
BOB - Chaos. He was pulled in the groups

BOW/WD - Clark (Cuardach Blaze Th e Trail) owned by me and my husband

Jeff  Rife. Th at win gave Clark a 4 point major and he is now achampion!

RWD - Ronan

WB - Blanche (Realta’s Field Star Named Desire SH) owned by Joe

Quinn and Loura Ward for a 4 point major

RWB - Seeker (Cuardach Seeks New Shores) owned by Elizabeth Sherman and me

Saturday, July 5th
BOB - Laz (Ch Tara’s Water Turned To Wine) owned by Mindy Garbarino

WD - Ronan

BOW/WB - Blanche for another 4 point major

RWB - Ballinoe (Chantico’s Lady of Ballinoe) owned by Rosanne & Peter Meade & Kim 
Kezer & Minday Garbarino

Sunday, July 6th
BOB - Guinness (Ch D’Locks St James Gate CD JH) owned by Jim Rubin
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WB - Ballinoe

RWB - Seeker

NW Regional Report

By Colleen McDaniel

Can we say WOW!!??!!  Last month I had to say Yuck 
because of our weather but this month WOW is the word. 
We are having a perfect summer.  Lots of sun during the day 
without extreme temperatures and cooler evenings.   And the 
WOW is also appropriate for some of the accomplishments 
of the NW IWS. 

In the Field 

All six of our IWS that started hunt tests this spring have 
now completed their Junior Hunter titles.  Bill Ellis with 
Lorcan was the fi rst.  Th ey started the year with some legs 
on their title bid so just needed to complete.  I believe Joey 
and Moriah completed next.  Joey is owned by Deb Hughes 
and me.  Joey’s JH gave him the All-Around status.  Moriah, 
owned by me needs to get her CD.  Th e next to complete 
was Rio owned by Rod and Renae Peterson and the father of Moriah.  Th at also gave him 
All-Around status.  Th en the “Grand Ol’ Dame” Jazzy owned by Jim Brennan completed 
her JH to give her All-Around status.  Jazzy is ten years old!  And last but not least, Cork 
owned by Pam Courtnage completed his JH. 

Christine has been busy with family this past bit but we must not forget that she also had a 
good spring in the fi eld completing Monty’s Senior Hunter title. 

During the bid for hunt titles. Joey, Moriah and Cork had to take a day off  to have their 
hips and elbows done for OFA.  We had a “group” x-ray day in May.  Five of the IWS that 
were done that day got a Good rating on hips and Moriah got an Excellent.  And all of them 
got a Normal on elbows.  (Lorece’s boy, Kev’N was not able to make our special day but he 
was done about the same time and also got a Good and normal.)  Th e vet that did this for 
us is willing to do so again and we will soon have another group x-ray day.  It is amazing 
how it cut the costs doing it this way.  

In the Ring

In the past month, Stacy Duncan has picked up yet another Group Two and Group Th ree 
on her boy, Keegan.  It is not easy showing a teenage boy as they have days when they 
remember to engage their brains and days that they leave their brains home. Or as one 
person told me years ago “Sometimes the leprechauns travel with you and sometimes they 
don’t!”.  
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Wildlife Service Dog

Martha Jordon sent the following: Gromit has been offi  cially recognized as a Wildlife 
Service Dog volunteer by our Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife.  I am really 
pleased.  He may not have a JH yet, but his work in the fi eld continues to improve. He is 
doing well with our work with swans each winter.  It is a joy to watch him work to fi nd sick 
and dead birds in the fi eld and hang in there to retrieve (or swim with or drag) dead ones off  
the lakes and ponds.  He has a great work ethic (occasional romps around the big fi elds but 
then back at it) when out with me.    

In Memory

All has not been good though.  Tammy Walker lost her beloved Balloo this past week.  He 
had mass cell cancer and had to be put down at just over 5 ½ years of age.  Th e scary part 
was there was no warning.  On a Friday night he just collapsed on them and it was hard to 
even fi nd a heart beat.  A mad dash to the ER and they made it in time for them to stabilize 
him.  Th e found a tumor and did surgery but the news was not good once the lab work 
came back.  Tammy had one week with him home before he took a bad turn and she had to 
make the painful decision to let him go.  Balloo will be remembered by diff erent people for 
diff erent reasons but I will always treasure the picture of him literally fl ying through the air 
as he paved the way for the IWS in this area in the sport of Dock Dog Diving. 

The Sweet and the Sour

Our boy wonder, Russell, got married this past month.  He married a wonderful young lady 
that also has IWS and is a dog trainer by profession, Jayme.  Jayme and Russell were joined 
by their families and Jim and Jill Brennan, Paul and Paula Price and Jack and I in Las Vegas 
for a wonderful weekend and their nuptials.  Th at is the sweet, the sour is that Russell is 
gone for about a month as he is preparing to be deployed to Iraq in August at which time he 
will be gone for 18 months.  Th is IWS community will be keeping an eye on his bride for 
him while he is gone serving his country. 

IWSCOPS

IWSCOPS is gearing up for this Augusts’ specialty.  We have some fun new things we 
are adding.  We are all excited about the Canine Carnival.  Th at will be fun and games 
for the dogs and their owners.  Also this year Greg has off ered to do a two day grooming 
seminar, beginners and advance.  Greg’s seminars always fi ll fast and people always walk 
away inspired.  (I am inspired but Greg has given up on me learning to groom!  He will 
say something polite like “You are too busy to groom your dogs so let someone else do it.”  
Translation:  Let someone groom the dogs that knows what they are doing.)

Stories

IWSCOPS is looking for humorous IWS stories that people are willing to write down and 
send in to us.  It is for a project we are doing for the 2009 National.  So, if you have a story 
you are willing to share, please send it to us.  
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Mining for Silver and Gold in Montana – New Champion

CH BALLYHOO'S KUERVO GOLD

Annette Mora reported: Sending him off  with his Partner-in-Crime, my thoughts 
went something like:  How was James Bond gonna deal with all them beautiful 
bitches for fi ve consecutive days – everyone would like some gold – he’d only been 
out to two shows with his Partner-in-Crime.  

Th ank you so much Stacy Duncan!!  Stacy put the fi nishing major on Dillon's 
Grandsire, Cairbre back in 1997 over the Seattle specialty weekend.  What a special 
memory eh!!

Update on the Epilepsy Study

By Susan Tapp

IWS samples and information needed for epilepsy study! Th e University of Missouri-
Columbia has been studying epilepsy in IWS and other breeds for nearly 10 years. Th ere 
are 310 IWS’s sampled  in the collection at UMC at this time. With the vast improvement 
of gene-mapping technology now available, researchers at UMC have recently successfully 
mapped mutations responsible for several diseases in a variety of breeds. A collaboration with 
Dr Hannes Lohi in Finland is making mapping epilepsy much faster, and progress is being 
made. IWS are one of the “target” breeds for mapping as soon as we have adequate samples 
and verifi ed information. We’re getting close, but the researchers at UMC need the following 
from YOU, the IWS breeder/owner/fancier;

1) Updates on dogs previously sampled – if a sampled dog began seizing after the sample was 
sent, please send an update. We also need to verify that the normal dogs are still normal. 

2) Updated contact information for owners of previously sampled dogs – we may need to 
contact you for status checks or additional info, so please send us current email addresses and 
phone numbers if anything has changed since a sample was sent. 

3) Additional samples from epilepsy-aff ected dogs PLUS their normal siblings, parents, 
grandparents (if available). If an aff ected dog has produced off spring, all the off spring plus 
the 2nd parent are also useful to sample. Aunts, uncles, cousins, half-siblings, and other more 
distant relatives are of some use as well, but the key samples are aff ected dogs plus normal 
immediate family members.

4) Seizure surveys on ANY aff ected dog, sampled or not sampled. Th is helps us get a good 
profi le of the disease in each individual and the breed as a whole.

UPDATES 

Updates for dog or owner, please email Jessie DeVore – DevoreJ@missouri.edu

NEW SAMPLES

New Samples, form and instructions are in the SAMPLE SUBMISSION section of www.
canine-epilepsy.net
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SEIZURE SURVEY 

Seizure Survey link is at the end of the SAMPLE SUBMISSION section of www.canine-
epilepsy.net

QUESTIONS 

Questions contact Jessie DeVore – DeVoreJ@missouri.edu – or Liz Hansen – HansenL@
missouri.edu, or call us at 573-884-3712.

With your help, hopefully soon we can fi nd a mutation responsible for epilepsy in 
IWS’s and make a test available that will help responsible breeders continue to produce 
wonderful dogs, while eliminating the heartbreak of epilepsy. THANKS for your help and 
cooperation!

Jessie DeVore & Liz Hansen
Animal Molecular Genetics Laboratory
University of Missouri - College of Veterinary Medicine
321 Connaway Hall
Columbia, MO 65211
573-884-3712

DeVoreJ@missouri.edu & HansenL@missouri.edu
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Southwest Regional Report

By Liz Liddle

It’s been such a long time since I’ve written a newsletter that it makes it diffi  cult to begin.

I’ve been trying to reason with the diff erence between the “Newsletter” and just posting 
the wins and the events to the group list and I think I’ve come up with it as both have their 
purpose.

Th e group includes some quick postings about the winners for the weekend in various 
events.  Th e newsletter, as I see it, is about the dogs and the people behind them.  I like to 
spread the word about our happenings, not just for competition but as pets, working dogs, 
dock dogs, red dogs, blue dogs, old dogs, new dogs and in general, loving and devoted 
family members.  So please, if you are part of the Southwest, send me an email and let me 
know what is going with your IWS and family.  I’d love to have your photos as well!  You are 
proud of your pups – so shout it out to the world!!!  

Worldwide we are family and in the Newsletter you catch a glimpse at the scene behind the 
dogs and what stirs the energy.

People are the accelerants and each cluster around the world in this breed shares in a 
common bond.   I’m very thankful for that and hope to be for some time to come so…. 
so….Cheers to the people and the dogs!!!!  

Th e fi rst thing that comes to mind is all of the losses that our members and their families 
have suff ered in the last few months.  By giving us your stories and sharing the wonderful 
lives of your Irishers, you are indeed extending a gift to us all.  Someday we’ll pull that gift 
out of our hats and remember the little things you said in your stories that mad us laugh 
and shed tears at the same time and it will give us the strength to sit down and tell our own 
stories.   

Th ank you for sharing and letting us cry with you.  On the part of all the Southwest, please 
accept our sincere condolences.

Memorial

Lorna Pumphrey’s Kipper
Lorna lost her Kipper, Ch Keely’s Mr. Kippling CD 11/14/98-06/22/08

Kipper was no stranger to the California Clan and was one of our 
dedicated hosts and Lorna’s annual Turkey Circuit party held in 
November every year.  

 He was the sire of Debbie Bilardi’s Derby and a very special boy. Lorna 
was able, with her Mom’s help, to push on to Oklahoma and show her 
Kearney, Derby’s mom and Gemma, Derby’s niece. On the fi rst day of 
the four day circuit Kearney, who had two legs already, earned her Rally 
Novice title in three tries. Gemma, who was just starting her Rally career, 
also earned her Rally Novice title that weekend in three tries with fi rst, 
a tie for second place, a third place and a clear cut, by 2 full points, fi rst place! Th is means 
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there are now 3 RN’s living in Lorna’s house – two Rally Novice and one Registered Nurse.  
Way to go, Lorna, Gemma and Kearney!  You made Mr. Kipper proud and…you are still one 
of us!

New Champion/RA 

Ch Clannad’s All Th at Jazz Allure (Jazz)
Jazzie wins her Championship at Woofstock!!!!

By Ch Finnibone’s All Terrain - Ch Clannad’s All Th at Glitters

Owner Hazel Reynolds

Congratulations to Hazel and Jazz who earned her RA in December and now has one leg on 
her RE.  On 6/6/2008 at the Woofstock Cluster Jazz fi nished her Championship taking her 
second 3 point major for the weekend.

New Champion

Ch Riverwalk De L’Alto
River wins her Championship at Mission Circuit – So Cal!!

By Am/Can CH Landacre’s Windwalker – Riversong De L’Alto

Owners Sally Lewis and Lois MacDonald

Congratulations to Sally, Lois and River for earning her championship at the 
much acclaimed Mission Circuit, a four day event held over Memorial Day 
Weekend at the Fairplex in Los Angeles.   Th is is really the show of shows and 
anyone who’s anything at all enters.   River is the fi rst show dog for Sally and 
Lois and fi rst Championship and they are very proud of her.  So, Miss Lovely 

River, you’ve got this feather in your cap; what are you going to do with it?  Agility, of course.   
After plenty of practice horsing around with Bonnie (Poole’s Ide Bonniebrook), River is now 
concentrating on agility.  Good luck River, we’ll be watching for you.

Best of Breed

Poole’s Ide Freewater (Wasabi) 
3/29/08 and 3/30/08 

Wasabi won BOB at the Kern County Kennel Club

by Ch Fynder Freethinker – Ch Poole’s Ide Th en Th ere’s Maude

Owners:  Allana Kew/Michelle Rickmond

Allana and Michelle, Newfi e fanciers and breeders, have been hanging around 
the Water Spaniel ring for at least a couple of years, maybe more.  At fi rst it 
appeared they wanted to be part of the fan club (which we just love), but there 
was something about the IWS that caught their eyes.  Th ey had been carefully 
shopping and comparing to see just what they wanted and all of a sudden 
Wasabi found them at IWSCOPS and stopped their search.   An incidental 
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meeting, who knows, but I noticed Wasabi seemingly appear at the end of the IWSCOPs 
event as we were getting ready to leave Jack and Colleen’s. My God, I thought - they’ve 
picked a puppy – Finally! 

Before I knew it there was this 6 mo old addition to our convoy back home to California!

As we coordinated our stops and potty breaks on the long trip, Wasabi was offi  cially part of 
the California gang.  Who could ask for more?   He has his Daddy’s sense of humor (which 
I’m sure Stacey can appreciate!) and his Momma’s coat (thank you Greg Siner),  and we’re 
pretty proud of him.  His temperament is spectacular. 

Allana reports that Wasabi has fi t in nicely with the herd of Newfi es in her household.  As the 
Newfs can be slow movers, Wasabi has learned to adjust if the fellas are blocking his path by 
fl ying over them in typical IWS style.

Keeping in step with the “Freewater” name he has taken to the family pool like a fi sh to 
water and claimed it as his personal playground.  

Winner’s Bitch in Atlanta

Poole’s Ide Bonniebrook
Augusta Kennel Club 4/11/08

It’s pretty exciting when one of our own takes her “show on the road”.  
Bonnie did just that with Lois MacDonald’s and Sally Lewis’ Poole’s Ide 
Bonniebrook.   

Shown in the 12-18 month class at the companion show for the National 
at the Peach Blossom Cluster in Atlanta, Bonnie swept up the bitch points 
for the day.  She may very well be out next California champion.   We’re 
rooting for you at IWSCOPS!    

We are so proud of Bonnie, Sally and Lois – that is fantastic!

So Cal puppies go head to head!

7/4/2008 -7/6/2008  Summerfest in Ventura  

We had two IWS puppy competitors:

Poole’s Ide Bonnie Brook aka “Bonnie” belonging to Sally Lewis & Lois MacDonald and 
Hooligan’s Hussy Home from Whistlestop aka “Jezebel”belonging to Florence Blecher 
Bonnie took the point on Friday under judge Gregory Anderson at  Channel City KC.

Jezzy took the point on Saturday under judge Tomas Gomez at Santa Maria KC, & on 
Sunday under judge James Reynolds at Ventura County Dog Fanciers Assn.

IWS fancier Dorothy Line came to watch on Saturday, & Ruth Roes & Sarah Otterstrom 
came on Sunday.
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1st Annual Woofstock Cluster, Vallejo, Ca - June 5-8th

Th e California Clan gathered for fun and competition for this delightful event with the 
Woodstock theme including tie dyed shirts, love beads in all colors for BOB, and 
….  MUSIC.   Next year there will be several bands playing at the Solano County 
Fairgrounds during breaks in the show. 

Th is was a “four tent event” for our group which was barely enough room for grooming 
and visitors.

Our guest of honor was Jeremy Kezer and his magical camera!   It was great to relax and 
visit with Jeremy and others; Kathy Dassel (Patrick’s (Cats) owner ), Sharon Moreland 

and Rose (Ch Ildanoch Rose of Tralee), Jody’s Ria (Claddagh) handled 
by Dorothy Line, Marlene’s Kyla (Paul Wegfart’s Clannad girl), Hazel 
Reynolds with Jazz and Rainey (Boanne’s Waybar pup), Rich and Kathi 
Forman with O’Malley (Cat’s), Debbie Bilardi handling, Mike and Linda 
Travis with Cara (Mole End)  and Jolie (standard poodle), Riley Pitchford,  
Florence Blecher’s latest Hooligan, Jezebel, with handler, Allana and 
Michelle with Wasabi along with my two D’locks kids, Claire (“oh I have 
too much hair) and Niall.  

Every one of the entrants gave their heart and soul to the ring and the 
handlers and looked fantastic, thanks to the memories shared by Jeremy 
(We love you Jeremy!)

Th is was a great setting for Jazz’s Championship with so many to cheer her on.  She 
held her head up high and really strutted her stuff .   

O’Malley picked up his fi rst major – go O!  

Th ink of coming out to join us next year!

Results were as follows:

Th ursday
BOB Ch. D’Locks Kingsfoil Niall O’Kerry - Niall

WB/BOW/BOS Jazz 3pt.

WD Poole’s Ide Freewater-Wasabi 1pt.

Friday
BOB Niall

WD/BOW Cat’s Best Boy- O’Malley 3pt.

Photos Courtesy of Jeremy Kezer

 (Jazz and Rainey absent on photo day)

WB/BOS Jazz 3pt.

Saturday
BOB Niall 

WD/BOW O’Malley 1 pt.

WB/BOS Claddagh’s Th e Beat Goes On-Ria 1pt.
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Sunday
BOB Niall

WD/BOW Wasabi 1 pt.

WB/BOS Ria 1pt.

Boomer booms into Agility

by Jenna Kinghorn/Husband is a registered  A.S.S.  (agility support spouse)
Jenna Kinghorn and Morgan Conrad have been enjoying agility training with their 2-year-
old Boomer (from Whistlestop’ s Bob’n-Bogey litter). Th ey have been working with Natalie 
Bayless, an agility trainer who lives right in their home town of Montara. Natalie had never 
worked with Irish Water Spaniels before and was immediately impressed with Boomer’s speed 
and his enthusiasm, and after about two private  lessons couldn’t get over how smart and 
trainable Boomer is! She is now quite enamored with the breed. 

We’re about one year into training now and Natalie has become Boomer’s Numero Uno fan 
(sorry, I don’t know how to say “number one” in Irish...). She is encouraging us to continue 
training and think about competition starting next year. Jenna and Morgan recently took 
Boomer to watch an agility match that Natalie and some of her advanced students were 
involved in and the whole family really enjoyed the experience.

Jenna loves going to weekly Agility classes and looks forward 
to getting Boomer over to Natalie’s practice fi eld at least 
a couple times a week. She’s enjoying the challenge of 
learning to be an agility handler although she routinely feels 
like a klutzy nincompoop in comparison to her athletic 
canine companion. Watching Boomer continue to learn 
and becoming more of a team with him has been very 
rewarding.

Morgan attends weekly Agility classes to watch and take 
photos and video. He has become the best Agility Support 
Spouse (A.S.S.) in the class and can raise and lower hurdles 
and move A-frames with the best of them.

Boomer’s tail starts wagging the minute he sees the “Agility Training Bag” (who knew there’d 
be so much equipment!?) come out of storage, and is executing pirouettes of excitement in 
the back seat by the time we arrive at Natalie’s for a class or practice session. He is the largest 
dog in class and is well-liked by all his canine classmates (some of whom are fairly aggressive 
around other dogs). He LOVES to do obstacles of any kind and agility is turning out to be a 
great place to channel his boundless energy.

North East Regional Report
by Tara Darling 
Spring time is always a busy time for the Rat tails in the Northeast.  
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Trenton Dog Show

We had our Supported show in May at Trenton dog show.  I would like to thank Mindy 
Garbarino and Lindy Williams, Mary Su and Rich Turner and Lucie Brownson for making 
the event a success.   We had 12 dogs entered in Breed with IWS lover Bonnie Th relfel 
doing the judging.  My Ch Tara’s Teal Take fl ight “Chaos” took BOB and BOS/WB and 
new champion was Alice Getchells Muddy Waters Isle of Madaket “Maggie”. WD and new 
champion was Linda Decker’s Kimswich Remember When..  RWD Dreadlocks Lend Me a 
Tenor  and RWB Kim Keezers Chantico Sprit of the Surf “ Shelcie”.  Karen Mulkerans Ch 
Castlehills Ode to Carrey Aine was 4th in Rally Advanced A, while Natalie Weisman was 4th 
in Rally Advanced B with Juliet.

Th e same weekend at Bucks’ Chaos was again BOB and Maggie was BOS but BW was Tara’s 
Perfect Storm “Mic” owned by Pat Welch and Tara Darling to fi nish his championship.   
RWB was Selchie.

Greenwich Weekend

Next up was the Greenwich weekend of shows  Friday Chaos was BOB with Natalie’s 
Castlehill’s Sofi a taking BOS,  BOW was my Tara’s Luck of the Irish “Trouble” with Reserve 
dog and bitch going to Sue Tapps Castlehill’s Quote of Donnybroook and Castlehill’s Sirius 
Conspiracy,  Sat show had Trouble taking BOB and BOS was Alice Getchells Maggie, with 
RWD going to Jemma Mormans new dog Aquatikus Ode to Jake and RWB was Kim Keezers 
and Mindy Garbarinos Ballino. Sunday BOB was Chaos and BOS was Natalie’s  Juliette who 
fi nished.   WD was Trouble .

At the Stockton shows 

Kathy Dingledy’s boy Eire’s Captain Jack was BOB while BOS was Evie Van Uden Tara’s IM 
Gone With the Wind. And RWB was Eirie’s No More Lonely Nights. 

Topsfi eld

Topsfi eld weekend had Trouble going BOB to fi nish with Ballino taking WB, and Mary Su’s 
Quay going RWB.  Sat Ballino  and RWB was  Mallyree.s Emerald Sun owned by D. Davis.  
Sunday was the reverse.

Nite Nite 

Ch Tara’s Teal Take Flight had a good weekend with back to back group placements at the 
Nite Nite shows.

Th ere should be gathering in the NE at Sommerset shows the second weekend in Sept and at 
wine county shows the last weekend in September.

Additional Agility Wins

Natalie reported that:

Ch. Castlehill’s Knight Sir Jared CGC TDI UD RAE RL1 RL1X RL2 RL2X RL3 ARCH 
ARCHX
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April 12 - K-9Krazy- Marbletown, N.Y. he doubled Q’d in Level 1 and 2 at double trials to 
complete his ARCHX title.  At Golden Rule, April 19 Sussex, N.J he doubled Q’d to pick 
up to spare 2 ARCHX legs.  On April 27, Pawsability- Freehold, N.J he picked up 2 level 3 
legs for his RL3 title.  His scores were over 195 so he added an award of excellence for Rally 
level 3.  On June 14-15, at K-9 Krazy, he picked up 4 RL3X legs and double Q’d for his First 
ARCHEX leg.  On June 29 at Portchester, White Plains New York, he double Q’d to pick up 
2 more RL3X legs and 2 more ARCHEX legs.for a total 6 RL3X legs and 3 ARCHEX legs.  
You need of both for the title.

July 13, 2008 at Pawsability Dog Show,  Ch. Castlehill’s Knight Sir Jared picked up his 
7th RL3X leg.  He also doubleQ’d in level 2 and 3 with scores over 195 to pick up his 4th 
ARCHEX leg on a very hot day in the Northeast. 

 Ch. Castlehill’s Opal Juliette CGC TDI TDIA CD RN RA RE has been doing the 
following:

January 12 and 13 at K-9 Obedience Club and Princeton Kennel Club, she picked up RAE 
legs 1 & 2.  On March 16, at First Dog Training Club of Northern New Jersey, she picked 
up RAE leg 3.  At the Freehold Cluster May 24, 25, 26, she picked up RAE legs 4, 5, & 6.  
On June 8, at Longshore-Southport Kennel club, she picked up her second 3 point major to 
complete her Championship as well as best of winners

 Castlehill’s Sterling Sofi a was entered on June 6 at the Taconic Kennel club at FDR park and 
she went Best of Opposite Sex for her fi rst point

 Juliette (Ch. Castlehill’s Opal Juliette CGC TDI TDIA RN RA RE) picked up RAE legs 
7, 8 & 9 July 18 at Putnam Kennel Club, July 19 at Putnam Kennel Club and July 20 at 
Hudson River Valley Hound Association.  She had 2 second place fi nishes, a third and a 
fourth place fi nish.  She worked very well on a very hot three day weekend.

2008 IWSCA Specialty – Junior Showmanship
By Linda Deckard

Th e entries for junior showmanship at this year’s specialty 
were low – in part because many of the juniors we have 
become accustomed to seeing in the ring, the Pikul sisters; 
Allison Johnston and others have “aged-out” of the Juniors 
ring.  Others were unable to travel to this year’s specialty 
because of confl icts with mandatory state testing in their 
school districts.  Th e 2 entries that did exhibit deserve a 
special mention for their determination to compete at this 
year’s specialty.

For one Junior, this was her fi rst entry at a National 
Specialty Show.  Audrey Krouse has put a lot of time 
and eff ort into bonding with the dog she co-owns with 
breeders, Tom and Linda Deckard.  While Linda taught 
the basic handling class for the Catoctin Kennel Club 
in Maryland, Audrey balanced her schoolwork with 
participating each week in the basic handling class and 
spending extra time practicing with Brody between the classes.  Linda tells everyone that 
Brody without a doubt handles better for Audrey than he does for her.  Audrey and her father 
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traveled overnight by Amtrak train so that Audrey would not miss too much school, but still 
be able to exhibit at the show.  Th e bond that has developed between them was evident in the 
way Brody looked at Audrey, while in the ring and in the many hugs she bestowed on him 
both in and out of the ring.

Th e second entry in Junior Showmanship, Maggie Brownson, a senior in high school, also 
has a busy schedule and is actively applying to colleges for next Fall, while working with her 
dog Fergus and training her new IWS puppy.  Maggie, who has been showing for some time, 
handled Fergus to his championship.

For both young ladies, showing at this year’s specialty is a little bittersweet – for both, it is the 
last Specialty show where they will be able to exhibit.  Maggie will be “aged-out” of Juniors 
before next year’s show and Audrey who will be unable to travel to the 2009 Specialty will 
“age-out” before the 2010 specialty.  Both are planning on exhibiting beyond Juniors and we 
look forward to seeing them in the winners circle at future shows.

As owners and breeders, we need to work at cultivating interest among youth and invite 
them to partake of the world of dog shows and experience a competitive sport that not only 
helps them develop a sense of good sportsmanship, but also allows them to develop a very 
special bond with our IWS, who are able to love them unconditionally, despite the highs and 
lows of their teen years, what grade they earned on their tests or how messy they keep their 
rooms.   It is time for all of us to step forward and encourage more youth to prepare for the 
2009 and 2010 shows.

National Specialty Working 
Certifciate Results
Th e WC qualifi ers were: Ildanoch Beckett’s Dublin Brew 
(Beckett) - Owned & handled by Christi Williams  and CH 
Castlehill’s Ode to Carey-Aine RN (Trinity) - Owned & 
handled by Karen Mulkearn 

Th e WCX qualifi ers were: CH TygerLily’s Good As Gold CD 
JX MX MXJ WC (Nugget) - Owned & handled by Karen 
Blessing

National Specialty Agility Results
Ag Novice B (24 INCHES)
1st CH Castlehill’s Ode To Carey-Aine RN, Irish Water Spaniel K 
Mulkearn/S Tapp pts 85.0 Time 79.07
Ag Excel B (24 INCHES)

1st CH Tygerlily’s Good As Gold CD JH MX MXJ OF, Irish Water 
Spaniel K Blessing pts 100.0 Time 57.62

Ag Novice Pref (16 INCHES)

1st CH Pinebank Doitagin Imkimswick CDX RE AX AXJ, Irish Water 
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Spaniel S Bell/E Uden pts 100.0 Time 52.36
Ag JWW Excel B (20 INCHES)

1st CH Wh’Stop Splash Of Champagne VCD2 UD RE MX MXJ NAP OF, Irish 
Water Spaniel D Nezgoda pts 100.0 Time 26.63
2nd CH MACH Beaufi eld Fern VCD3, Irish Water Spaniel C Lathrop pts 
100.0 Time 33.34

Ag JWW Excel B (24 INCHES)

1st CH Tygerlily’s Good As Gold CD JH MX MXJ OF, Irish Water 
Spaniel K Blessing pts 100.0 Time 34.78
2nd CH Ildanoch Reach For Th e Sky RE MX AXJ, Irish Water Spaniel S 
Loree/D Hughes pts 100.0 Time 39.59

Ag JWW Novice Pref (16 INCHES)
1st CH Pinebank Doitagin Imkimswick CDX RE AX AXJ, Irish Water 
Spaniel S Bell/E Uden pts 95.0 Time 31.07

 Ag FAST Novice B (20 INCHES)
1st CH MACH Beaufi eld Fern VCD3, Irish Water Spaniel C Lathrop pts 
66.0 Time 26.63

2nd Poole’s Ide Skyrish D’Locks CD RN OA OAJ, Irish Water Spaniel 
S Loree/L Musgrave pts 65.0 Time 31.75

3rd CH Realta’s Star Gazer CD RN OA OAJ, Irish Water Spaniel N 
Bogusch pts 54.0 Time 32.14

Ag FAST Excel A (20 INCHES)
1st CH Wh’Stop Splash Of Champagne VCD2 UD RE MX MXJ NAP OF, Irish 
Water Spaniel D Nezgoda pts 69.0 Time 35.24

National Specialty Show Results

SWEEPSTAKES

JUDGE: Ms Colleen McDaniel
  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Junior Dogs 12 Mos & Under 15 Mos .

1/OSS (11) TARA’S LUCK OF THE IRISH. 
2 (5) REALTA’S CASANOVA OF MADRIGAL. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .
1 (14) MOLE END’S ARCHER O’EUREKA 
2 (12) CATANKA INTO THE WOODS. 
. 
  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .
1 (18) NAVARONE’S S’MORES LILA. 
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  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Junior Bitches 12 Mos & Under 15 Mos .
1/BSS (24) POOLE’S IDE LOVES A PARADE. 
2 (22) POOLE’S IDE BONNIE BROOK.  
3 (32) CHANTICO’S SPIRIT IN THE SURF. 
4 (34) CHANTICO’S GUARDIAN ON THE SEA. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Junior Bitches 15 Mos & Under 18 Mos .
1 (20) STANEGATE SUPERTRAMP.  

VETERANS SWEEPSTAKES

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 9 Yrs .
1 (64) TARA’S PIRATE OF MADRIGAL JH.  

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 9 Yrs & Under 11 Yrs 
1 (90) CH PINEBANK DOITAGAIN IMKIMSWICK CDX RE AX AXJ. 
2 (58) CH TARA’S PICTURE PERFECT CD RN. 
3 (54) CH CASTELHILL’S INSPIRITED BLYTHE RN. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 11 Yrs & Older .
1/BVS (52) CH MADCAP’S BRILLIANT VIRTUE CD. 
2 (60) CH MADCAP’S TYGER BURNING BRIGHT UD TD JH AX AXJ. 
3 (56) CH MUDDY WATERS DO YOU LOVE ME. 

 REGULAR CLASSES

 JUDGE: Mrs Jean Fournier
  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs .
1 7 POOLE’S IDE GOT WATER. 
2 5 REALTA’S CASANOVA OF MADRIGAL. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs .
1/W 9 KIMSWICK’S REMEMBER WHEN. 
2 11 TARA’S LUCK OF THE IRISH. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), American-Bred Dogs .
1/R 15 CAT’S CURTAIN CALL. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Open Dogs .
1 17 COOMARA’S EMERALD ISLE WARRIOR. 
2 19 TARA’S PERFECT STORM. 
3 21 GRAINNE’S TIBBOT D’LOCHS.  

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .
1 12 CATANKA INTO THE WOODS. 
2 14 MOLE END’S ARCHER O’EUREKA. 
  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .
1 18 NAVARONE’S S’MORES LILA. . 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches .
1/R 20 STANEGATE SUPERTRAMP. . 
2 22 POOLE’S IDE BONNIE BROOK. . 
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  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches .
1/W/BW 32 CHANTICO’S SPIRIT IN THE SURF. 
2  24 POOLE’S IDE LOVES A PARADE.  
3  34 CHANTICO’S GUARDIAN ON THE SEA. 
4  36 MADCAP AZALEA’S A TRU TYGERLILY. 
   SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), American-Bred Bitches .
1 42 D’LOCKS LUNAR ECLIPSE.  

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Open Bitches .
1 44 CASTLEHILLS R AUDACIOUS VISION RN NA NAJ. 
2 46 POOLE’S IDE SKYRISH D’LOCKS CD OAJ. 
3 48 MUDDY WATERS PAYBACK’S A BYTCH.
4 50 TARA’S IM GONE WITH THE WIND. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Veteran Dogs .
1 23 CH REALTA’S METEOR SHOWER UDX MX MXJ VCD3.

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Veteran Bitches .
1/AM 52 CH MADCAP’S BRILLIANT VIRTUE CD
2 60 CH MADCAP’S TYGER BURNING BRIGHT UD TD JH AX AXJ. 
4 54 CH CASTELHILL’S INSPIRITED BLYTHE RN. 
3 58 CH TARA’S PICTURE PERFECT CD RN.  

   SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Gun Dogs .
1/AM 29 CH D’LOCKS ST. JAMES’S GATE CD JH. 
2 25 CH TYGERLILY’S GOOD AS GOLD CD JH MX MXJ. 
3 27 ILDANOCH PINT O’HARP SH. . 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Gun Bitches .
1 64 TARA’S PIRATE OF MADRIGAL JH. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Best of Breed Competition .
BB 68 CH JAYBREN’S MISS DOWN SOUTH JUKIN. 
OS 33 CH TARA’S TEAL TAKE FLIGHT. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Stud Dog 
1 (43) CH MADCAP IF MY HEART HAD WINGS. 
2 (25) CH TYGERLILY’S GOOD AS GOLD CD JH MX MXJ. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Brood Bitch
1 (52) CH MADCAP’S BRILLIANT VIRTUE CD. 
2 (78) CH TARAS WATER’S MY MIDDLE NAME RN CD JH RA. er. 
3 84 CH TARA’S JUST ADD WATER RN. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Parade of Previous Specialty Winners
(52) CH MADCAP’S BRILLIANT VIRTUE CD. 
(62) CH POOLE’S IDE ANNA MADRIGAL. 

  SPANIELS (IRISH WATER), Prarade of All Around Title Holders.
(29) CH D’LOCKS ST. JAMES’S GATE CD JH.
49 CH SARACEN RESOLUTE CDX JH RE. 
(78) CH TARAS WATER’S MY MIDDLE NAME RN CD JH RA. 
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JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP COMPETITION

JUDGE: Mrs Jean Fournier
Novice Senior 
1/BJ 200 Audrey Krouse.71039948005. . . KIMSWICK’S REMEMBER WHEN.  

Open Senior 
1 600 Margaret-Ann Barrett Brownson.31697034001. . . CH MADCAP’S FERGUS A 
TRUE TYGER. 

OBEDIENCE COMPETITION
JUDGE: Mr Edward H Haas

Novice A.
173.0 / 1 (5)  CH CUCHULAIN’S LUGH ILDANOCH 

Novice B.
178.0 / 2 (107)  CH ILDANOCH REACH FOR THE SKY RE MX AXJ 
189.0 / 1 (110)  DREADLOCK’S LEND ME A TENOR
177.0 / 3 (112)  CH CASTLEHILL’S ODE TO CAREY-AINE RN

Open B.
192.0 / 2 (376)  CH WH’STOP SPLASH OF CARTE CLASSIQUE CD.
193.5 / 1 (377)  CH WH’STOP SPLASH OF CHAMPAGNE UD RE VCD2 
191.5 / 3/HC(502) CH IRISH MIST FIST FULL O DOLLARS VCD2 RE MX MXJ
 
Utility A.
193.0 / 1 (611)  CH SARACEN RESOLUTE WC CDX JH  

Utility B.
195.0 / 1/HT(501) MACH CH BEAUFIELD FERN VCD3. 
181.0 / 2 (502)  CH IRISH MIST FIST FULL O DOLLARS VCD2 RE MX MXJ

Veterans.
196.0 / 1 (611)  CH SARACEN RESOLUTE WC CDX JH.  
189.5 / 3 (797)  CH MADCAP’S TYGER BURNING BRIGHT UD TD JH AX AXJ
192.5 / 2 (798)  CAELENS MAGYC TYM OF LIEBRAN AXP CDX AX RAE-3 AXJ
175.5  (799)  CH LIEBRAN MERRY TATTERED SAILS CD.
189.0 / 4 (800)  CH PINEBANK DOITAGAIN IMKIMSWICK CDX RE AX AXJ

Obedience Brace.
169.0 / 1 (503)  CH REALTA’S METEOR SHOWER UDX MX MXJ VCD3 
169.0 / 1 (377)  CH WH’STOP SPLASH OF CHAMPAGNE UD RE VCD2  

Rally Novice B Class.
100.0 / (117)  CH REALTA’S METEOR SHOWER UDX MX MXJ VCD3
087.0  (19)  CH KIMSWICK’S SWEET MEMORIES CD 
091.0 / (320)  CH JAYBREN’S MILLISH MACARTHUR 
099.0 / (221)  MACH CH BEAUFIELD FERN VCD3  
088.0 / (422)  CH WH’STOP SPLASH OF CARTE CLASSIQUE CD  
088.0  (23)  CH MADCAP’S FERGUS A TRUE TYGER 

Rally Advanced A Class.
097.0 / (112)  CH CASTLEHILL’S ODE TO CAREY-AINE RN  
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Rally Advanced B Class.
098.0 / (26) CH SARACEN RESOLUTE WC CDX JH 
099.0 / (17) CAELENS MAGYC TYM OF LIEBRAN AXP CDX AX RAE-3 AXJ  
090.0 / (311) CH REALTA’S STAR GAZER CD OA OAJ 
099.0 / (114) ILDANOCH PINT O’HARP SH 

Rally Excellent B Class.
100.0 / 1 (6) CH SARACEN RESOLUTE WC CDX JH  
096.0 / 2 (7) CAELENS MAGYC TYM OF LIEBRAN AXP CDX AX RAE-3 AXJ

Breeding, Dogs and the Afterlife

By Melissa McMunn

I have just recently returned from a trip to Sweden.  My last trip there was when I was a 
novice dog owner and not a breeder.  I have had the misfortune of having a puppy buyer 
travel overseas, only to be killed in a driving accident.  Th is experience left me with some 
reservations as to what would happen to my dogs, should the unmentionable happen to me 
while I was overseas.

 When I traveled before, I was a dog owner but not a breeder.  Th ere was some certain 
comfort then in knowing, should anything happen to me, my dogs would return to their 
breeder.  Since that time, I have become responsible for other lives, and, as it turns out, am 
the breeder of the majority of the dogs that live at Camp Landacre and some that could 
possibly end up in rescue.  Th is left me with an issue to 
ponder before traveling.

 If any of you have ever tried to remember the multiple 
numbers our dogs have (AKC registration number, tattoo 
number, microchip number) when heading into the vet to get 
health clearances, you probably have put together a list like 
I have.  Th is list contains all of the vital information on each 
dog and is one sheet of paper to carry around.  Th is paper, 
with emergency information, at least allows someone to 
identify which of my dogs is which.  However, it doesn’t say 
anything about what would happen to them, should I not be 
around to care for them.  I couldn’t leave the country without 
putting something into place.

 I live with a family of lawyers.  Th erefore, what I put 
together before I left was not any sort of offi  cial document (which I was told repeatedly), 
but it at least left some direction as to what my wishes would be.  I knew my family would 
honor my request, and I have formally asked caregivers to assume responsibility in case of 
my demise.

 Upon my return, I got a nice article on estate planning for pet owners, courtesy of my 
family of lawyers.  It gave me a number of things to think about.  It came straight from 
a law periodical, so I will tell you I had to wade through language to which I am only 
somewhat familiar.  Th ere are many diff erent kinds of  trust laws that protect a pet upon 
death, and states have their own way of defi ning and looking at things.  Th erefore, I can’t 
see any sort of generic trust to be of any use.  What was most important, to me, was the 
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use of something called an inter vivos trust, which allows for the immediate care of your pet 
until the time that a will (or if you don’t have one, the courts) disperses your assets.  It is a 
document that allows someone to go in and immediately and temporarily take care of your 
pets until such time that they can be cared for as your will specifi es.

 Th e article continues to defi ne the diff erent types of trusts that one can put into place to 
cover their pets expenses, and why one would choose to name a person rather than a pet as 
a benefi ciary.  It also defi nes limits for the trust.  Here is where each state diff ers, so it’s not 
worth delving into. It took me a while, but I have put together a “To Do” list that I thought 
I would share with you.

 What Every Responsible Pet Owner Should Have

1.  A centralized list of identifi cation for the dogs on your property that includes name, 
type of animal, location in house and special care instructions PLUS a contact number for 
someone who can gain immediate access to the property.  Th is should be attached to your 
driver’s liscense and placed in the glove compartment of your car, and attached to your 
passport if you are traveling overseas.

2.  An additional document with more detailed instructions such as feeding, vets and 
medication should be kept both with your estate documents as well as a prominent place in 
the house should your emergency contact need it.

3.  Signs posted on all doors to alert people that animals are within.  

4.  Get a durable power of attorney.  Th at is the document that is formal, and identifi es a 
caregiver and authorizes an agent to allow the use of your money for the pet’s care. 

5.  Make a will.  I don’t have a spouse or children.  I can’t rely on anyone to make these 
decisions for me.  While I don’t have much in the way of property, there is enough here to 
care for my animals.  I have that responsibility.  Whatever is left, can go to the nephews and 
niece for college.  God forbid that anyone argue over my little bit of money.

 I also have a prominent place on my crates in the car that specifi es each dog and emergency 
contact numbers.

Now I know where the holes are in my planning.  I can fi x those, and can make adjustments 
as new animals enter Camp (I’m not THAT old).  Th e article made me feel empowered and 
gave me a sense of comfort, as I can check off  each item as I complete it.  Th en I can travel 
freely without worry.  Watch out world, here I come! 

IWSCOPS Raffl  e to Support the 
IWSCA 2009 National Specialty

By Patrice Dodd

Th rough the generosity of artist, Mistianne Guzman, the Irish Water 
Spaniel Club of Puget Sound (IWSCOPS) is raffl  ing a beautiful 
quilt to support the IWSCA 2009 National Specialty. All proceeds 
generated from this raffl  e will used to support the specialty, held in 
Auburn, Washington on May 3-8, 2009. Th e quilt is a warm and 
cozy depiction of Irish Water Spaniels in their various poses. (To 
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see a picture of the quilt, keep an eye out on www.iwsca2009.com – a picture should be 
posted soon.) From the artist: “Many of the pictures of Irish Water Spaniels are based on 
the pictures in the 2006 calendar put out by the IWSCOPS.  Other poses are based on 
observations of Irish Water Spaniels that I know personally, and one is taken from a tile in 
my brother’s kitchen.  Th e brown color scheme was the biggest challenge. I had to choose 
fabric that would represent shadows, light, and shape on the fi gures of the dogs. If I’d chosen 
single-color fabrics in brown, the dogs would have come out looking like blobs.” Th e artist 
estimates the retail value of the approximately 85” square quilt to be about $1,500 to $2,000.  
Tickets are available now. Get a book or two of 10 tickets each, and sell them to help out and 
show your support. Send in for your own ticket, or buy your ticket at the 2009 specialty. To 
get a book of tickets, write to the address below or email. After you’ve sold your tickets, send 
the stubs, as well as the payments of $5 per ticket, to the mailing address.  You can also order 
your own ticket by mail. Tickets are $5.00 each.  Just send in a check made out to IWSCA, 
plus your name, address, phone and email address. Your ticket stubs will be made out in the 
name(s) you request and your tickets will be mailed to you. If there are any tickets left, they 
will also be on sale at the 2009 National Specialty. Th e drawing will take place at the national 
meeting at the specialty, May 7, 2009. Winner need not be present to win. Help support the 
2009 specialty!  Get a great gift for yourself, your friends in the breed, or maybe even your 
favorite curly brown! 

Send your check (payable to IWSCA), along with your name, address, phone number, and 
email to:

Patrice Dodd
3160 NE Regents Dr.
Portland, OR 97212
mazily96940@mypacks.net 

Th ank you for supporting the IWSCA 2009 National Specialty!

IWSCOPS Calendar
Th e IWSCOPS Calendar wants photos for the 2009 edition.

Submit your hard copy or digital photos for consideration ASAP.

Send hard copies to C. Morgan at 6226 Woodlawn Ave N  
Seattle, WA 98103.

Digital submissions need to be in the highest resolution 
you have and to have been saved in a large format (tiny 
images don’t work well).  Send them in pdf, individually, 
to  c.morgan.home@comcast.net.  Questions?  Contact 
C. Morgan by e-mail or phone (206) 524-4841.  We 
welcome images of all kind and representing all seasons.
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Litter Announcements

Muddy Waters and Birdhill’s P-Litter

Born: June 28, 2008  3 Females and 7 Males

Sire:  Ch Whistlestop’s Hula Balloo CDX, JH, RAE, WC, CGC, Master Dock Dog, AKC 
All- Around  OFA: Hips-Good, Elbows-Normal/Th yroid: MSU panel normal/CERF: tested 
clear but not submitted 

Dam: Ch Muddy Waters Jiff y Pop O’Birdhill CD, CHIC# 46017  OFA: Hips-Excellent, 
Elbows-Normal, Th yroid-Normal, CERF-Clear,            Cardiac-Normal

Contact: Diane Wacker at 952-927-0287 or muddywatersiws@aol.com
             Temple & Kevin Moorehead at 757-874-6938 or birdhill@cox.net

You Are Invited To A PartyYou Are Invited To A Party

The Golden State Irish Water Spaniel Club invites you to join us for the Del Valle 

Dog Club Supported Entry Show. We will be gathering on Sunday, October 19, 

2008 at the Alameda County Fairgrounds, Pleasanton, CA. Del Valle is always in the 

Top Ten shows. Last year they were #8 with 2,908 entries and 16 were IWS. There 

were 3 point majors for both dogs and bitches. We always have a great time with 

good food, trophies and companionship. This year we are pleased to announce 

many of our trophies will be custom IWS fused glass plates designed specifi cally 

for our show. Our very own IWSCA member Cathy Shelby is the artist for the 

BOB, BOS, AOM, BBE Dog and Bitch, Veteran Dog and Bitch, and HIT Rally. Check 

out her website and see why we are so excited. Cathy’s website is at http://www.

catseyeglassart.com/Cats_Eye/Welcome.html

 Not to be out done, the stain glass RWD and RWB trophies were donated by IWSCA 

member and honorary California IWS List member Maureen (Moe) Gasperetti. Her 

lovely IWS stained glass trophies are famous and sought after at the East Coast 

shows. 

 It is through the generosity of the California Clan that we can off er these 

outstanding trophies.

As if the trophies are not enough reason to join us, we have already reserved a 

room at Barone’s Restaurant for Sunday’s dinner. Last year they gave us our own 

Golden State Irish Water Spaniel Club menu. The food there was awesome.

Please join us in a celebration of the Irish Water Spaniel!
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Advertising Reservation Form
Advertising deadline for Sept - Oct  issue is Sept 19.

Your Name: ______________________________________________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________

Email Address: ____________________________________________________________

Dog’s Name: _____________________________________________________________

City: _____________________________________State:________ ZIP: _____________

Home Phone:__________________________Work/Cell: __________________________

AKC#: _________________________________________________________________

                 Placement                                                          Cost: Member       Non-Member

__  Front Cover Plus Inside Front Cover                              $100.00               N/A

__  Back Cover  Plus Inside Back Cover                               $50.00                 $100.00

__ Centerfold 2 full pages (includes 2 photos)                     $75.00                  $125.00

__ Full Page (includes 1 photo)                    $40.00     $60.00

__  Half Page Horizontal (1 photo)    $30.00     $50.00

__  Quarter Page (1 photo)    $20.00     $30.00

__  Quarter Page (no photo)     $15.00     $25.00

__ Additional photo in full or half page    $10.00     $10.00

__  Classifi ed Ad (Buiness Card or three lines)  $5.00     $10.00

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

All ads placed on right page in order received. 

Please use a separate order form for each ad even if they are in the same issue. Indicate if you 
want ads on facing pages, consecutive pages and in what order for multiple ads.

Type or clearly print all advertising copy and instructions using upper and lower case as you 
want your copy to appear. Proofs will be sent to advertisers with email addresses. IWSCA is 
not responsible for errors when ad copy is hand-written.

It is the advertiser’s responsibiilty to obtain permission to reprint photographs.

Pedigrees must be typed.

Label photos with your name and address and the dog’s name. Include any instructions for 
cropping. DO NOT USE A PEN

Mail this form, your ad and payment in U.S. funds (payable to IWSCA) to the editor at the 
address on the inside front cover.

Please submit ads in .doc, pdf, or .indd format. Photos at a minimum of 300 dpi, in .jpg or 
.tiff  format preferred.  





2008 National Master Qualifier 
CH Realta's SuperNova CD, RN, MH, QAA 

Owned and Bred by Rosemary Sexton 
 

IWSCA News Editor 
17147 Weaver Lane SW 
Rochester, WA 98579 
 

 
 

Address label here 




